
Release Notes for Public Patch Release #1046

(2012-05-31)

1. Origin Product/Version

OX6 v6.20.4 Rev 1

OXtender for Microsoft Outlook 2 7.0.52

2. Packages shipped with this Patch Release

This Patch Release fixes bugs for the following products:

• Open-Xchange Server 6
(Version: v6.20.4 Rev 2 built 2012-05-31)

• OXtender for Microsoft Outlook 2
(Version: 7.0.53)

3. Bugs Fixed with this Patch Release

    Open-Xchange Server 6

22183   SMS gateway is sending HTML source as SMS instead of test only
Support for SMS-specific compose type.

OXtender for Business Mobility and USM

21435   Different issues when forwarding mails on Samsung Galaxy
Include attachments in a forwarded mail via EAS command 
SmartForward.

21587   Too many write operations in table USMDataStorage since 6.20 Rev30
Improved sync key check to avoid unnecessary syncs and database 
write operations.

22136   ox groupware OOM
Usage of internal Html2TextConverter.html2text replaced with OX server 
com.openexchange.html.HTMLService.html2text to avoid OutOfMemory 
errors.

22164   High amount of writes/reads on DB after installing patch
An unwanted side effect of the change for bug 21587 caused for some 
client creations to be repeatedly detected as server changes, which 
might cause endless synchronizations if too many of those creations 
occurred in 1 folder.

OXtender for Microsoft Outlook 2

22216   Outlook clients flooding OX server with "syncUpdate"-requests
Removed the only for debugging implemented 'pollall'-option from the 
OXtender.
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4. Changes relevant for Administrators

Changes of Configuration Files

- none -

Changes of Database Schemes

- none -

Changes of Command Line Tools

- none -

Changes of Behavior

- none -

Changes of Packaging

- none -

Changes of Front-End Customizations

All CSS changes and a list of new and changed icons can be found on our wiki 
page documenting the Theme changes for each version: 
http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.php?title=ThemeChanges

5. Changes relevant for Developers

Changes of the HTTP API

- none -

Changes of the RMI API

- none -

Changes of the SOAP API

- none -

Changes of the WebDAV API

- none -

Changes of the GUI-API

- none -
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6. Tests

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes. 

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and 
regression test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup.

In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed 
behavior. Unless explicitly stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not 
expect other side effects.

7. Known Issues

The following sections list known bugs of severity blocker, critical, or major, and 
show for which time/release a fix will be considered. 

7.1 Known Issues - Open-Xchange Server 6

OX6 Bugs, scheduled for another Patch Release

20556 password change dialog after next login, without external accounts

22028 appointment is displayed at wrong date in gui

OX6 Bugs, reported recently, currently being reviewed

21305 Unable to synchronize EAS folders that share the same name

21733 embedded pictures in forwarded or answered mail are not displayed correctly

21851 mail lost

21930 Accepting task invitation throws NPE if the task exists within a shared folder without access 
permissions

21936 Teilnehmer an Aufgaben werden bei Nutzung von OXtender 2 entfernt

21948 When deleting user "Configuration for user 4 could not be found in context"

21949 Infostore subscription transfers file multiple times when hitting "refresh" at the ui a few 
times

22112 Session expiration event does not prevent browser from continuously autoreloading

22114 Einladung von Externe erzeugt doppelte Termineintr ñge bei meheren Teilnehmern├

22116 HTTP 500 ("syntax error") on accepting appointment

22143 User stuck on contact detail-page in customized mobile gui

22166 account ended up with incorrect setting in user_transport_account
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7.2 Known Issues – OXtender for Microsoft Outlook

OXtender Bugs, scheduled for another Patch Release

21761 "USM error: unparseable reply or missing field" - "Error on getting resource from Server"

22122  "USM error: sync failed" - "Too many repeated conflicts on incremental sync"

22185 USM error: internal error "No cached DataObjects for client available"

22201 Outlook crash when opening a invitation

OXtender Bugs, reported recently, currently being reviewed

20462 Very long running threads

21101 Sync doesn't work with Windows Phone 7

21432 Calendar entries not shown on iPhone after upate to 6.20.1

7.3 Known Issues – OXtender for Business Mobility

OXtender Bugs, scheduled for another Patch Release

18176 Accepting of appointments not possible on Samsung Android devices

OXtender Bugs, reported recently, currently being reviewed

21738 Recurring appointment isn't displayed on Android device

21797 Unable to edit draft on iPhone

22086 Marking an e-mail as unread not possible with iPhone

22127 Unable to move appointment on Iphone

8. Fixed Bugs

21435, 21587, 22136, 22164, 22183, 22216
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